
Computer Science Scholarship
Puzzle Packet

Please set aside about two hours for working on these problems. Feel free to use a calculator on any 
problem you wish. But if you do, just make a note. “By Calc.” for example. 

Some of these problems are quite quick, while others are intended to invite more effort and reflection. 
Feel free to skip around and spend more or less time on each problem. It is not expected that you will 
solve all of the problems. 

At the end, you are asked to take a little additional time to reflect on your work and the problems.

1. How would 17 be expressed in binary, that is, in base 2? How about base 3?

2. What is the smallest value of x such that 2x is greater than a billion? How did you solve this?

3. Is 1 + 2 + 3 + … + 100 even or odd? Explain your thinking.

4. I'm thinking of a 17-digit number N. Here it is: N = xxxxxxxxxxxxxx813. Notice that most 
digits have been crossed out. Is the sum of the numbers 1 + 2 + … + N even or odd? Explain. 



5. In one room there are four computers, networked in the “complete” topology, wherein there is a 
wire connecting every pair of computers. This room requires six wires. In another room there 
are eight computers. How many wires are required to network them in the complete topology? 
Give pictures or words to explain your thinking.

6. You've probably prime-factored numbers before. For example, 1071 = 3×3×7×17.  And in 
algebra, you probably learned that (a – b)(a + b) = a2 – b2.   Factor 3599.

7. Two tic-tac-toe players stumble upon the following unfinished game board:
They decide to pick up the game, with X going first. Assuming that both
players play as well as possible, who will win the game? Explain.
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Counting Triangles

How many triangles are there in the figure to the right? 
Note that there is a right way to count these triangles,
and a wrong way to count them (one-by-one).

Youdy Iteration

Define the notation a%b to mean the remainder when a is divided by b. For example, 10%3 = 1 and 
22%4 = 2. The youdy reduction takes a pair of numbers (x, y) and replaces them with the pair (y, x%y). 
The youdy process involves repeating the youdy reduction until one of the numbers becomes 0. The 
youdy result is then the other number, not zero, in that pair. 

For example, the youdy process applied to (309, 110) is:

(309, 110) → (110, 89) → (89, 21) → (21, 5) → (5, 1) → (1, 0)

So that the youdy result of (309, 110) is 1. Similarly, the youdy result of (96, 20) is 4.

Find the youdy result of each of these pairs:  (10, 3), (210, 77)

Is there another way of describing the youdy result of a pair of numbers?



Love Letters with Will

After exchanging love letters for many years with his beloved, Will is now
able to discern her mood just based on the string of X's and O's at the end of
her letters. He has devised the decodji to the right that helps him. 

It works as follows: Starting at the left-most emoji (“feeling neutral”) Will
steps from emoji to emoji according to the legend below the graphic. On
each X he follows the solid arc, and for each O he follows the dashed arc. 

For example, the string “OXXO” would indicate that she is feeling
“lovestruck,” as that string follows the path:
neutral → pleased → tired → LOL → lovestruck

Similarly, the string “XOXO” would indicate that she is feeling “neutral,” while “OXOX” would 
indicate that she is feeling “tired.”

Q: What emotion does the string “OOOXXX” indicate?

Q: What is the shortest string that can indicate being “lovestruck?”

Q: If she were to write down a random string of length 3, what is the probability that it would indicate
     that she is feeling tired? Explain.
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Love Letters with Tom

Tom's beloved has a slightly more regular decodji, as shown to the right. For Tom's
beloved, the string “XOXO” would indicate that she is “pleased.”

Suppose that Tom's beloved sends only X's in her messages. In that case, it is
easy to characterize all messages that indicate that she is feeling “neutral”: 

Q: If her message consists only of O's, then what rule characterizes those strings that
indicate that she is Laughing Out Loud? Explain.

Q: Give a rule that makes it easy to tell if Tom's beloved is feeling “lovestruck” from a mixed
     string of X's and O's. It would be nice if the rule had the same flavor as the previous two rules. 
     For example, it is easy to see that any message with two X's and one O, in any order,  would imply
     that she is feeling “lovestruck.”

Please take a moment to reflect on these problems and your work. Which did you particularly 
enjoy? Which not so much? Would you enjoy working on problems like this in your classes?

She is feeling neutral if the string of X's has length a multiple of 5.


